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With the division up and reorganization in telecom industry, the competition 
between telecom operators becomes fiercer and fiercer. As the battlefront of telecom's 
competition, local area network is especially taking the wondrously strategic position. 
In order to survive in the cruel competition circumstances, as a new entrant, China 
Telecom Group Beijing Corporation regard service and innovation as the enterprise 
core competence, make full use of the enterprise information system, and offer 
customer telecommunication service with high quality so that realize the high-speed 
development. 
Today，with the booming development of telecomm industry，the  network 
management technology tends to be comprehensive，distributed and intelligent. 
According to the analysis of demand about Integrated Network Management 
Systems(INMS), this paper described that the development of enterprise information 
system should be proceed from corporate strategy ,as well as support the efficient 
operation of the enterprise. At the same time, it puts forward creative scheme which 
coincident well with practical case through the analysis of implementation mode 
about INMS. The application of INMS will be helpful to the leverage of the corporate 
core competence, and it also can create value to the enterprise by the economic benefit. 
INMS is an essential component of the enterprise information system, playing a very 
important role in network maintenance and customer service. 
 The exploitation and application of INMS promote core competition in 
company’s service and innovation, it brings remarkable economic benefit to the 
company. INMS which was developed by Beijing Telecom provide a useful reference 
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竞争性固网电信运营商。北京公司于 2002 年 6 月 28 日正式成立，注册资金
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